This essay will examine and compare the production of women's writing during and after the Nicaraguan and Cuban Revolutions, a corpus that includes novels, poetry, and testimonies, but also features considerable generic hybridity. Since both revolutions are separated by some twenty years, each must be understood in the context of the specific ideological conditions that framed women's participation in culture and revolution, and must also be considered in light of evolving gender discourses, both national and international. As such, these texts respond to both local and transnational paradigms of feminine subjectivity, and highlight the particular problems that arise from women's insertion into the revolution and its representation in literature. These writers also have to negotiate the evolving context of revolution itself, with its moments of euphoria and disenchantment -and it is here that the greatest contrasts can be found between the two revolutionary instances and their political features: whilst Cuba's revolutionary process has somehow survived economic crisis and created a level of political stability and continuity (not without its own problems), the Nicaraguan case is characterised by ruptures and resentments which are clearly reflected in the work of writers before, during, and after the Sandinista revolution, and which continue to the present day. This chapter will address the work of the most prominent woman writer of the Nicaraguan revolution, Gioconda Belli, whose main work reflects her involvement in the 
This chapter compares the development of women's writing in two overlapping but distinct revolutionary contexts: the Cuban Revolution from 1959 to the present, and the Nicaraguan Revolution of [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] , privileging work produced within (or after, in the case of Nicaragua) the process of political and social revolution. This is, of course, a vast and diverse corpus of texts that includes novels, poetry, and testimonial texts produced not only by established writers but also by groups that emerged from socio-cultural policy initiatives established by each country's revolutionary processes of cultural massification. As a result, these literary canons feature a considerable generic hybridity of texts that serve as snapshots in a process of social change.
Each revolutionary context had to contend with the troubled relationship between left-wing Latin American revolutionary projects and feminist ideas, an assumption which revolved around the assumption that any privileging of gender would a) undermine the class-based project of socialist revolution and b) disarticulate the process of nation-building, equality and social justice by focusing excessively on the needs of one particular social category.
However, other problematics emerge: any attempt to account for women's literary production in these fragile contexts must include a consideration of other forces that shape and mediate both the construction of subjectivity and the production of literature, especially in contexts that are literarily, if not always politically, peripheral: from the 1980s onwards, several new forces came into play to shape the production and consumption of many of these texts, including the impact of international and transnational feminist currents and of foreign publishers and readerships in translation.
Thus, the paradigmatic nature of many of these texts, often perceived as the inevitable consequence of socialist or communist political systems -in Cold War mode -that demanded or coerced conformity of self and self-expression, needs some nuancing. In an environment of postcolonial and postdictatorship nation-building, however, cultureespecially by being massified and democratized through cultural participation in statesponsored policy initiatives and cultural institutions -became not only the glue that bound social groups within a broad concept of nation, but also the space that enabled the subjectivity and self-expression of previously marginalized citizens to develop and emerge, always within that concept of nation, and often with a largely exteriorized subjectitivy on display. In this sense, there are important parallelisms of paradigms of self and self-representation between the two processes.
Of course, any assessment of a revolutionary process is necessarily influenced by the political and ideological background -and often utopian desires -of the researcher, and the cases of Cuba and Nicaragua are no exception. The Cuban Revolution is most frequently seen outside Cuba as a failed socialist or communist political experiment, often through applying an equally-simplified template of Sovietisation: as a result, post-1959 Cuba is erroneously understood through a reduction of its complexities to the assumption that the infamous quinquenio gris of 1971-76, and the parameters it imposed, in fact summarises the entire breadth and depth of the revolutionary literary environment (Kumaraswami and Kapcia) . In the case of Nicaragua, however, and especially in early comparative work, a different assumption rightly emerges from the foreign scholarship: that Nicaragua's short-lived revolution, often described as a revolution of poets, was inherently pluralistic, less markedly Marxist or socialist in its ideological direction, less isolated and inward-looking and more open to incorporating different interest groups and exogenous currents (Craven).
Nevertheless, it is important also to note the considerable parallels in these two processes and, in particular, to recognize that both have been largely motivated by a project of nationbuilding, national sovereignty, wealth redistribution and social justice (Dore and Weeks; Kapcia) rather than by a strictly communist or socialist agenda. Indeed, in the areas of cultural policy and practice, Nicaragua chose to borrow and modify many of the models that the Cuban revolutionary experiment had developed in the 1960s and 1970s: the immediate implementation of a nationwide literacy campaign, with Cuban advisors who had "cut their teeth" in Cuba's 1961 Campaña de Alfabetización being invited to help design policy and training for the Nicaraguan Cruzada Nacional de Alfabetización of 1980; the founding of a nationwide infrastructure of cultural centres for mass participation (in Cuba, the Casas de Cultura, in Nicaragua, the Centros Populares de Cultura); a similarly broad-reaching system of writing workshops (in Cuba, via the system of talleres literarios, formed in the early 1970s, in Nicaragua, via the Centros Populares de Cultura and the Talleres de Poesía movement launched by Minister of Culture Ernesto Cardenal in 1980); and, crucially, a national film institute to reorient the direction of production and consumption of a vitally influential mass cultural form (ICAIC in Cuba just three months after the Revolution came to power, and INCINE in Nicaragua, founded soon after the Sandinista victory in 1979, once again, with advice from Cuban specialists).
Other factors should be considered: namely, that in the Cuban case it was to some extent precisely the 'siege mentality' (Kapcia 2000) and insistence on sovereignty and institutionalism (coupled of course with a 'special' relationship with the US which facilitated the exodus of individuals and social groups who disagreed with the direction that the Revolution was taking after 1961) that created, largely through the disappearance of the middle classes, the possibility of sustaining the revolutionary project (with cultural life deeply imbricated in the socio-political process) and ultimately ensuring the survival of the Cuban Revolution (Kumaraswami and Kapcia) . The case of Sandinista Nicaragua might, therefore, be considered ultimately, and with the benefit of hindsight, as a bourgeois revolution which attempted to provide a cohesive focus and ideology for Nicaraguan society, but which was eventually hindered by unresolved class conflict which ultimately created insurmountable contradictions in the run-up to the 1990 elections in which the Sandinista government was ousted and Violeta Barrios de Chamorro was elected.
Understanding the complexity of each context for women also allows us to explore how women's writing in each case responded to local, national and transnational paradigms of feminine subjectivity, and highlights the particular problems that arise from women's insertion into 'the revolution' and its representation in literature. Several parallel strands emerge here: importantly, each nation's incipient revolutionary movements incorporated key female figures as incarnations of the notion of 'mother of the nation': in the case of the late 19 th century movement in Cuba, Mariana Grajales Coello, the mother of Antonio Maceo, was iconised as 'la madre de la patria' and is still part of the small pantheon of symbolic female figures that connect independence to insurrection and revolution over one hundred years. In the case of Nicaragua, these incons found their expression principally after 1979, an important example being Luisa Amanda Espinoza, one of the first guerrilllera victims of the insurrection. In both processes, the insertion of a feminine presence in public life was initially legitimized by the participation of women in the process of insurrection against dictatorship:
this participation ranged from clandestine urban activity (Haydée Santamaría, Vilma Espín, Once each revolution came to power, key legislation and policy was developed to address the social conventions that had hitherto restricted women's lives in each context: universal access to education, the Family Code, universal access to contraception and abortion, a state infrastructure of childcare facilties, the promotion of breastfeeding, the elimination in Thus, in society at large and under the auspices of the mass organizations for women, a distinction began to emerge between feminist and feminine approaches, a debate that was played out (and that ultimately led to a schism in the Nicaraguan case) between those women actors who were content to 'serve' the Revolution by accepting and being complicit with the (patriarchal) power structures, and those who were disillusioned that the apparent radicalism of the revolutionary project had not extended to gendered questions of power. Indeed, in the case of the Sandinista movement, the eventual collapse of the FSLN and the election of Violeta Barrios de Chamorro has been widely recognized as being the result of several important sectors of the population feeling that not only had their agendas been used strategically by the FSLN in order to consolidate its power base, but also that the FSLN's strategic vision had neutralized, and to some extent reinforced, the structural inequalities which it had promised to dismantle. Maxine Moylneux's analysis of the women's movement in Nicaragua, for example, centers on the notion that the FSLN's practical objectives to mobilize large sectors of the population, including women, denied those sectors true emancipation through refusing to engage with the strategic interest of those groups (Molyneux) .
In all events, in both contexts, the tendency of the revolutionary government lent heavily towards seeing gender as a product of class-based inequalities, a bourgeois capitalist past and economic dependence. As Tomás Borge, Nicaraguan Minister of the Interior and one of the three founding members of the FSLN, expressed it: 'The woman question is nothing more than an aspect of social reality in its totality. The definitive answer to the liberation of women can emerge only with the total resolution of the class contradictions, of the social diseases that originate in a society like ours -politically liberated but with the rope of economic dependence around our neck' (Borge 10). The solution, then, lay in changing the economic system rather than changing socio-cultural practices and paradigms.
Changing the rules of the game: creating a new literary culture
As mentioned, despite significant advances in the public sphere, women's incorporation into the literary establishment was cautious and, initially at least, was framed in terms of political, rather than cultural, credentials. At the same time, however, policies of cultural massification had created new spaces and new models of writing that had the potential to be radical and far- In terms of cultural policy designed to massify participation, many parallels can be drawn between both contexts: the general objective was to dissolve the boundaries between elite and popular culture, but also to recalibrate the functions of literary production in the new cultural Cardenal's Solentiname cultural community, and a nationwide network for writing and publishing, many mechanisms and actors were put in place in order to institutionalise cultural participation. Just as some might argue that Cuba's cultural policies privileged the written word and neglected or 'folklorised' Afro-Cuban and rural cultural practices, it could be asserted that the Sandinista objective excluded the Miskito population, and followed largely urban, middle classes aspirations for culture. In both cases, then, the issue at stake was how nation-building through culture could address the social heterogeneity of each population, and in both cases, that social diversity was often subsumed under class conflict and thus sidelined.
Writing the Revolution: The testimonial mode
Perhaps the most noticeable means of expression in both post-revolutionary contexts was the testimonial mode, a hybrid category which allowed literature to fulfil several important functions: to record history, to 'subjectivise' hitherto excluded voices, to act as a didactic or even motivational tool, and to collectivise the experience of each revolutionary nation by 'putting a face' on ideology (Fagen 1969; Medin 1990) . As Carolyn Steedman stated in her study of writing, autobiography and history, 'Material circumstances produce prose, audiences are configured on economic bases which determine the relationship between readers and writers, and between the words on the page and what actually gets read' (Steedman xi). In the context of radical socio-political change which one the one hand demanded participation but on the other was wary of women's incursion into new areas of the public sphere, the life experience of emerging women writers, which Steedman characterises as 'the massive authority this appeal to the evidence will give her as a story-teller' (Steedman 47) was a crucial socio-political, rather than economic, mechanism in both Cuba and Nicaragua for reinforcing the credibility and authority of the female revolutionary writing subject, but also for making the Revolution meaningful at a personal level.
How, then, did women's presence in each revolution's world of letters reflect these changing contexts? The initial space for expression in both contexts, whether in prose or poetry, came via the testimonial mode, which served several functions: it allowed women who lacked the symbolic and social capitals associated with the world of letters -an existing oeuvre, literary training, social and cultural networks -both to 'jump-start' their entrance into print as well as to neutralize the threat posed by their potentially transgressive incursion into the literary environment by representing their experiences of the revolution via testimonial texts, thus underlining their involvement in the socio-political process.
Whilst self-writing is often perceived as being less artistically demanding, more 'natural' for women whose writing practices have been expected to conform to the characterization of women's writing as urge, confession, intimacy and interiority (such as the diary and epistolary genres), the outward-looking nature, or exteriority, of these initial texts was transgressive in its own way. Whilst there is little in the way of self-reflexion regarding often underlining the tensions and contradictions that the eruption of the revolutionary process in a highly machista society implied for women, but rarely articulating these gendered concerns in a strident or even explicit manner. These hybrid texts were frequently the result of compiling shorter newspaper articles or discrete short stories and essays, often to submit a fuller manuscript to state-sponsored literary prize categories and, as result, rarely have the coherence -of subjectivity and narrative arc -that is one of the hallmarks of traditional self-writing. Perhaps more importantly for this analysis, they display a remarkable level of consensus between writing self and context: in other words, the process of living and recording the early euphoric period of the revolution, of recording history-in-the-making, is articulated in such a way that the individual and social selves merge seamlessly, in spite of differences of race and class, in service of the greater project: the Revolution. Whilst some scholars (Serra) have argued that these texts thus demonstrate how the political hegemony morally and ideologically coerced the Cuban population into conformity, specifically in order to conform to the blueprint of the hombre nuevo proposed by Ernesto 'Che' Guevara in 1965, other commentators (Campuzano Cuba 1961; Kumaraswami Pensamos que somos historia) argue that these texts offered articulations of self that were neither coerced nor freely given, but that rather created a psychosocial mechanism for women to a) integrate themselves as individuals and as a social category in the revolutionary process, b) publicise and legitimise their participation in public life, c) rehearse their involvement in the revolutionary process and d) construct their evolving identity via the act of narration. In this sense, the testimonial mode offered the opportunity for paradigms of gendered political insurgency.
In the 1980s, and particularly as Cuban cultural life emerged slowly from the corrosive effects of the quinquenio gris, new generations of writers illustrated the results of the socialization of the literary environment (Riess 120). To some extent, this phenomenon reflected the quantitative achievements of the revolution in educational terms, as well as what is considered to be the 'golden age' for publishing ushered in by the creation of the Ministry of Culture in 1976. However, the same period, perhaps precisely because many more pressing concerns had been alleviated, also indicated a more oppositional and militant response to the gender problem amongst Cuban women writers and intellectuals, undoubtedly following the tendencies of international feminist currents. Campuzano's essays therefore sounded an early warning that gender politics could no longer be usefully subsumed under class problems, and that a new kind of identity politics, influenced by debates over equality in the US and Europe, was emerging which required attention the State's attention. However, the process was, of course, cut short by the collapse of Soviet Communism and the economic crisis. Thus, not only did newly-emerging young writers find their manuscripts set aside (some later published these texts abroad), but the gender consciousness in writing that had begun to emerge in the 1980s was itself truncated by the broader context of severe austerity and survivalism of the early 1990s. Whilst women writers found that the demands of the doble or triple jornada had intensified in the absence of a state infrastructure (a public transport paralysis, power cuts, the scarcity of basic commodities), many writers also took the path of emigration or reemployment in the emerging tourist sector, allowing access to much-needed hard currency.
But the women writers that remained -and the new writers that once again filled the 'void'
as the publishing infrastructure slowly began to recover -found that their writing fulfilled a Equally, the void left by the discrediting of AMNLAE after 1990 was addressed in some measure by the creation in 2000 of a new organization, and virtual space, for Nicaraguan women writers, the Asociación Nicaraguense de Escritoras (ANIDE) which has some 70 members and promotes Nicaraguan women writers internationally (its national impact is less clear). In this sense, the testimonial mode (now via blogs, biographical information, interviews) remains relevant, although the impact of many of these writers in now evidently as international as it is national: since 1990, writers such as Zamora, Alegría, Najlis and Belli have divided their time, energies and manuscripts between Nicaragua and other countries, often publishing in translation or being re-published in anthologies in translation. As such, whilst in the case of Nicaragua, it is increasingly difficult to refer to a national canon of women writers -or at least that canon has been complicated by transnational opportunities and interests -the Cuban state has largely continued its commitment to a national publishing infracture post-crisis, and younger women writers have transformed the tradition established by the women writers of the 1960s and 1970s, adding a measure of interiority to the subjectivity and representation of women by women writers.
